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Abstract

This study presents additional evidence on the convergence speeds of real interest rate dffirentials. Using

median unbiased estination and impulse response analysis, tÿe estimate the speeds at which deviations from

real interest parity (NP) die out. Moreover, since reporting only point estimates provides an incomplete

picture of the speed of con,-ergence towards MP, median unbiased conJidence intervals are also computed.

Our resrLlts show that the dynantics ofdeviationsfrorn pariÿ, albeit rather persistent, exhibit mean-reversion.

This implies that the domestic duthorities still have some scope to alter real economic ctctiviÿ through the

real interest rate channeL.
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I. Introd uction

Real interest parity (RIP) is a simple theoretical proposition \,vhich states that in the absence olarbitrage costs

for goods and financial assets, real interest rates tbr essentially identical securities should be equal across

countries. Determining the extent to which real interest rates are equalised is important for a number of

reasons. f irst, if real interest rates in an economy move one-for-one with those abroad, an important channel

for monetary policy to influence the domestic economy is removed (Cumby and Mishkin, 1986). Second,

unless real interest rates can differ across countries, policies aimed at increasing domestic savings cannot

increase the rate of capital formation and, hence, productivity (Feldstein, 1982). Finally, this parity condition

is akey working assumption in various models of exchange rate determination. Early monetary models, such

as Frenkel (1916), assumed perfect price flexibility which implies that both RIP and purchasing power parity

(PPP) hold instantaneously. However, given the large and volatile short-run deviations from PPP documented

in the literature, other models, such as Dornbusch (1976), were developed based on the assLrmption ofsticky

prices. Price stickiness, in this context, is expected to cause real interest rates to cliller in the short-term,
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"vhilst 
over the long-run, flexible prices imply eqr:al real interest rates. For these reasons, an examination of

RIP is warranted.

Despite ongoing financial market integration, characterizecl by the signilicant relaxation or complete

abolition of capital controls. which has typified the recent I'loating exchange rate period, most eppirical
studies to date have found at best ambiguous evidence on tl're equalization olreal intcrest rates. nonetheless.

Starting with Meese and Rogoff (1988) and Edison ancl Pauls (1993). the empirical literature has fbcused on

investigating the tin're-series properties of cleviations liom parity (the real interest rate cliflèrential, RIRD
hereafter)r. l'his is achieved through the use ol unit root tests to examine whether these diflcrentials are

nlean-reverting. However, conventional unit root tests are only concerned rvith the narrorv question of
wl]ether or not deviations fiom parity contain a unit root. But, rejectron of the unit root hypothesis is not

necessarily evidence in Iàvor of RIP as it is possible that tests reject the nonstationaritv hypothesis but

deviations are still persistent. In this case, national monetary authorities can still exercise independent

intluence over their tinancial markets. Moreover, stuclies. lvhich do not account lbr the pe rsistence of parity

deviations, mav drarv the tvrong inferences about the extent of rnarket intcgration across countries.

Consequently, we believe that a powerlul test of ILlP reclLrires a detailed examinirt.ion of the persistelce ancl

the speeds of rrean-reversion of RIRDs basecl on the estimation of conlldence intervals fbr rhe hall--lifè r.r,hich

has become the standard tool 1br measuring persistence.

In this paper, lve bring a recent empirical innovation to data lbr six country pairs and a sample spanning

the period from 1965 to 1998 to investigate the empirical validity of RIP. 'l-he innovation is the median

unbiased estimation (MUE) method of Gospoclinov (2004) rvhich allor,vs lor the construction of confidence

intervals for the halfl-life based on impulse response analysis. This is particular.ly importirnt in the present

context for the fbllowing two reasons. Pirst, Murray ancl Papell (2002) illustrate the existence of a substantial

amount of sampling variability in measuring the hall'-lilè and, as a result, the point estimate alone does not
provide a cot.nplete description of the persistence ol deviations from RIP. l'herefore. it needs to be

supplemented with confrderrce intervals in order to garige the precision of the estirnates. Second. the

contrronly used estimate of the half-lifè"H.L:ln(ll2)lln(p), which is based on an autoregressive (AR) model

'Numerous other studies have tested RIP employing a variety of econometric techniques. For
example, Marston (1995) concludes that RIP is soundly rejected since RIRDs are systematically
related to variables in the current information set. This is despite the fàct that on average reai
interest differentials are close to zero. Kugler and Neusser (1993), on the other hand, inveitigate
the validity of real interest parity using ex-post real interest data for several countries in a
stationary multivariate time-series approach and provide evidence in favor of RIp. Fufther, Wu
and Fountas (2000) test RIP using cointegration methods that allow for endogenously determined
structural breaks and find a lack of real interest rate convergence towards the US in sorre countries.
More recent work allows for the possibility of nonlinear dynamics. Mancuso et al. (2003) consider
two nonlinear approaches to testing RIP, namely threshold autoregression (TAR) models and
flexible nonparametric regressions. Their results suggest that iÀportant nonlinearities may
characterize real interest rate linkages. Taken as a whole, tlie evidence on real interest rate
equalisation is mixed, and there appears to be room lor furll.rer research. This is indeed the fbcus of
this paper.
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oforder 1, assumes that shocks decay monotically, but for higher order AR processes this may not be the case.

To remedy this, Cheung and Lai (2000) recommend using impulse response analysis.

The remainder of this paper is set as follows. The next section describes RIP and explains the

econometrics of local-to-unity processes. In Section iII we discuss the data and repofi the empirical results.

The lasl seclion concludes.

II. Real interest rate equalization and empirical methodology

RIP is the condition where real rates of return on identical assets are equalized across countries and its

confirmation or rejection provides an indication of whether countries are financially integratecl2. In an

integrated economy, real rates of return on physical assets will tend to converge, as also will real rates of

return on financial assets. Real interest rate equalization is, therefore, the broadest and the most theoretically

appealing ofthe various measures offinancial integration (Goldberg et at.,2003). Previous studies have used

Eq ( l) as the basis fbr testing RIPr:

(r)

where r, and ru54, are the domestic and US real interest rates, respectively. The real interest rate is defined

using the Fisher hypothesis as the difïerence between the nominal interest rate and the inflation rate. l-he

correct econometric approach to testing for the one-to-one relationship between real interest rates implied by

Eq. (l) depends upon the time-series properties of these variables. Specifically, if these variables are

stationary or I (0), as suggested by the consumption based capital asset pricing model (CCAPM) (Rose, I 988)

and the Fisher hypothesis, then standard regression theory is valid and both the ordinary least squares (OLS)

estimates ofthe intercept and slope coefficients in Eq. (2) and their standard errors will be consistent:

r1,:p*Brvs^,*e, (2)

Nonetheless, given the nonstationary behaviour which typically characterises real interest rates iGooàwin and

Grennes, 1994; Phylaktis, 1999; Rapach and Wohar,2004), it has become customary to use cointegration

methods to test for a long-run equilibrium relationship between ry and rgs4y. In this case, RIP holds ifthe error

term, a/, is stationary and g:0 and p:l , or, equivalently, if the real interest differential, r irruset is stationary.

The stationarity of RIRDs can be verifled by applying unit root tests to determine rvhether they contain a

unit root. Horvever, if unit root is rejected, but the true value of the largest root of the autoregressive

representation ofthe differential is close to unity, shocks will be slow to dissipate, and this stationary process

2 See, inter alia, Goldberg et al. (2003), Goodwin and Grennes (1994), Lothian (2002), Obstfeld
and Taylor (2002), Sekioua (2005a b) and Taylor (2002) for various empirical approaches to the
questions offinancial integration and real interest rate equalization.
' We follow much of the extant literature by using ex-post inflation data. This allows us to sidestep
the thorny issue of specirying explicitly how inflationary expectations are formed and given that
we are interested in measuring persistence, a long-run notion, this should not be crucial. If
expectations are rational, actual and expected inflation will only differ by a white-noise error terrn
(Rapach and Wohar, 2004).
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may not be significantly different from a true unit root process in the economic sense. As a result, the
emphasis should not be on ivhether RIRDs have a unit root it shoLrlcl instead be on measuring the economic
implications of their behaviour. What market participants care about is the degree of persistence in RIRDs. A
measure of persistence tvpically applied in the Iiterature is the half-life, r.vhich indicates ho,"v long it takes for
the impact of a unit shock to dissipate by half.

l fe di an unb iase d e s I im o t io n

The method enlployed in this paper is due to Gospodinov (2004) and is based on inverting the likelihood ratio
(Z1l) statistic of the largest root under a sequence of null hypotheses ol possible values fbr the impulse
response and the half-iile Starting from the following augmented Dickey-F-uller (ADF) regression which
inclLrdes lagged first dilierences to account for serial correlationa:

ÿt =wt-t *\r .'rlr,b,,-, * r,

rvhere a (the largest root) is a measure of the persistence of the series (Andrervs anci Chen. I 994) and is cast

as local-to-untty (a=l+clT and holding c fixed as I--), E=@",V'i e FcRp ancl the marimum

likelihood estimator olçr is E . Suppose that we are interested in the null hypothesis that the impulse response

flnotion at horizon /. clenoted by 07, is 0.5 (the half-life), versus the alternative 0710.5. Lhen this null or

restriction can be rvrilten as i(p):0, where à=010.5; R 
p -+ R is a polynomial of degree L Let Ç denote the

restricted maximrtm likelihoocl estimator and IRT.the likelihood ratio statistic of the null. Gospoclinov (2004)
shor'vs that the restricted estimator of a converges at a fàster rate than the unrestricted estimator ancl this helps
obtain a consistent estimate of the nuisance parameter c uncler the imposed restriction (null hypothesis).
Moreover, the restrlcted estimation provides consistent estimates of the impulse response lunclions and, thus.
the half-lives5.

(3)

o Because neither theory nor empirics support the idea of trends in RIRDs, the tests perfomed are
based on demeaned data.
5 The standard method for estimating Eq. (3) is OLS and the conventional asymptotic interval is
based on the asymptotic ,V(0,1) approximation to the /-statistic rvhich is valid only if lal<1. This
approximation is poor in practice especially when the persistence parameter lal is ciose or equal to
unity. Specifically, if the true persistence parameter is not unity, OLS estimates are biased
downwards and confidence intervals based on asymptotic methods have poor coverage properties.
When persistence is unity, the coverage problems ôf th. ury.ptotic intervals stem fiom the fact
that the asyrnptotic distribution of a is non-stanclard. eootstrâp methods are also poor. This is
because the percentile-l bootstrap is based on the assumption thât the bootstrap quantile functions
are constant. which is tàlse for the AR model. This nonconstancy persists in iarge samples if we
cast û,as local-io-unity as a=1+c/Z In this case, the asymptoiic distribution of the l-statistic
depends on a through the ttttisance parameter c that is not consistently estirnable (Hansen, 1999).
Thus, in the near unit setting, the interval does not properly control toitype I eror (Basar.va et al.,
ie91).
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The restricted I.R estimator of Eq. (3) under the null hypothesis À(p):0 is:

1.. h t".
LR1 -:l'o L.'Gÿw(.l)]"/là J,'(s)'ds (4)

rvhere J.l (r)= I ,(")- jà J. (rH, , J,(r)= Ii e*p(, - tYLtrr(t) is a homogenous ornstein-llhlenbeck

process and= denotes weak convergence. The limiting theory ol/-.{l is dominated by tl're near nonstalionary

component ancl is not affected by the presence of stationary components as measured by the seconil term in

sll
les.rcssion. ) ul Ar', , .' _Llt=j, ' -, ,

'l-he rnethod olGospodinov (2004) has rnany interesting features. First, contrary to standard asymptotic

and bootstrap methods, which have been shown to have poor coverage properties, this method parametcrizes

a as a function of I and is expected to yield better small-sample and coverage perfbrr.nance. Second, the I^R

statistic does not require variance estimation lbr studentization. It is criterion lunction-based and is tracking

ciosely the prot.ile ol the ob.jective function. Also, the inversion ol the IÀ statistic appears to shili the

confidence intervals arva\ frorr the nonstationarity region much more often compared to rnethods based on

inverling the OLS estimator ol a such as the grid bootstrap of Hansen ( I 999). Fufiher. using a serie s of Monte

C)arlo experin.rents, Gospodinov (2004) shows that the inversion of the l,R statistic appears 1o be controlling

the coverage over a rvide range of parameter conllgurations and across different forecasting horizons. This

method is also expected to yield tight confidence intervals, which makes them highly informative.

Another statistic r.vhich takes into account the restricted and the unrestricted estimates is also proposed:

LR; =sc' [a(E) - h(,p)W LR." (5)

r'vhere sgn(.) is the sign 
"th(,â)- 

a(E)] . ffri. statistic can be used lbr constructing tr,vo-siclecl, equal-tailed

confidence intervals and median unbiased estimates. Finally, the 10017% confidence interval for the half-life,

rvhich is basecl on irnpulse response analysis. is; C,,(/)= le L:LR7 <qG)I , rvhereqr(.) i, th. ,7'n

quantile of the asymptotic distribution, / is the lead time of the impulse response function

ancl@=argmax/r'(9)subject to 0-0.5:0. The confidence interval lbrthe half-life can be constructetl using

either ZR.f or LR.. .

lll. Data and empirical results

The data utilized in this paper is extracted from the International Financial Statistics (lFS) olthe international

Monetary Fund (lMF) database and includes monthly long-term government boncl yields and consumer price

index (CPi) series for the USA, UK, France, Germany, Srvitzerland, Canada and Japan spanning from

1965:01 to I998:12. The long-term government bond yields are prefened to short-term rates because these

rates are close)y linkecl to the cost ol long-lived capital. Also, there are unanswered questions about the

impact of measurement errors in prices. Because some consumer prices are sampled infiecluently. short-term
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changes imperlectly measure actual price changes. This may cause biases in short-term tests of RIp, which is
rvhy long-term tests are useful (Jorion, 1996). Further, the USA is chosen as thc reference countrv because of
the iàct that it is the main t.ading parl*er of the co.ntries invorved.

l'irst, r've test for the stationarity of RIRDs using the efficient generalizecl Ieast squares (Gl,S) version of
the Dickel'-Fuller (DF) test due to Elliott et al. (1996) rvhose results are reportecl in table l. whiie most unit
root tests are only concerned with testing the null that the largest root is unity against the alternative that it is
less than one, the DF-GLS test tests the null against a specilic alternative II1:a<.1rvhere a-l+c/L Further,
using a sequence oftests ofthe null ofa unit root agerinst a set ofstationary persistent alternatives. Eliiott et al.
(1996) showed substantial porver gain from the DF-GLS method over the conventional ADF test (which has

low power against olose alternatives so that the unit root null can seldom be re.|cctecl lor highly persistent
variables). The lag length is chosen using the moclifiecl AIC (MAIC) of Ng ancl perron (2001)rvhich procluces

the best combination rtf size and porver. From table l, one can see that the DF-GLS test rejects the unrt root
::ui l-':r all series at the lozô ievel of significance with thc notable exception of France 1br rvhich the null is
:::;:::d at the 594 leiel. This is an imporlant result since it provides suppor-t fbr the equality ol.r.eal interest
:::rs .t:he lonq-run.

()ti,tri:;.f, ing the speed ol'nteon-ret'ersion. the hatf-tiJè

Although the evidence presented in the previous section supporls the valiclity of long-run RIp, it oflers little
information about the speecl at rvhich deviations clie oLlt. To obtain such infomation, computation of
persistence is needed arrd the half'-life is used to quantitÿ such persistence. Table I reports the meclian
unbiased estimates and the 68%, 8o%, 907o and 959lo MUE conflclence intervals for this rneasure of
persistence. The intervals are constructed by inverting thc acccptance region ofthe powerful DF-GLS test of
Elliott et al. (1996). Whilst the methoclology in Section 2. I is based on an ADF regression. the extension of
this method to the DF-GLS test is simple. Instead of working rvith the data in levels as in Ilq. (3). r.r,e simply
§ork rvith the GLS clemeaned data in the DF-GLS regression. Moreover. the finite-sample clistribution of the
DF-GLS test is obrained using the gricl boorstrap of Hansen ( I 999)6.

Horvever, prior to constructing confldence intervals for tl-re half'-life, it is important to determine an

appropriate range fbr this measure of mean-reversion, one that is consistent rvith the theory of RIp. L,arly
erchange rate determination models such as those ofFrenkel (1976) and Bilson (1978) assume real interest
rate equality so that RIP holds. Others, such as Dornbusch's (1976) overshooting moclel. predict that nominal
rigidities, in the form olsticky prices ancl wages. would cause real interest rates to diverge across countries.

In this case. if the faiirrre oIRIP in the short-term is attributed to nominal rigidities, then one w,oulcl expect

6 We also estimated a and the nuisance parameter c. However, given that the interpretation of these
two coefficients is invariably conjectural, unlike the half-life rt',i.1, ir based on the theory of RIp,
they are not reported to save space. They remain, horvever, available ilom the author requlst.
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suL,stantial convergence to RIP over I to 2 years, as prices and rvages adjLrst to shocks. Therefore, our

theoretical range r.vould have 2 years as an upper bound,

The MUE point estimates and confidence intervals fbr the half--lilè based on the impulse response

firnctions are shor.vn in table l. The point estimates ol the half-life range from 0.9837 years for France 1o

2.2084 years 1br Cerrnany. Thc point estimates are on the *,hole consistent rvith the half:-litè implied by

rnodels r.vith nominal rigidities. But. although one cannot re.jeet the itlea thaL thc halt--lile is in line with theory

these results do not deterrnine horv low the lorver bound or high the upper bound can be. To answer this

question, we now look at the constructed conllclence intervals rvhich are robust to the presence ol persistent

data. lhe lorver bounds are generally indicative of fàst convergence of real interest rates. For example,

ad.lustment may take piace in as much as half a vear r.vith 95% probabilitv. These bounds are evidently all

rvithin our theoretical benchmark ol I to 2 years. This is also precisely what could, in principle, be expected

to happen in a highly,integrated rvorld rvhere econorric lbrces act rapidll'; hence, discrepancies in RIRDs do

not grow sl.stematicalll, o\er time. The upper bounds ofthe 9570 conllclence intervals, on the other hand, are,

u ith the exception of the UK. r.rot consistent w'ith these rnodels. This is especiaill, true for France which has

an inllnite upper bouncl corresponding to no convergence ol real interest rates; although, as demonstrated

later. the presence of a structural brcak around the beginning of the floating cxchange rate experience is a

possible explanation tbr the inflnite half--litè. Besides f-rance, none ol lhe MUE confldence intervals are

ibund to contain an infinite upper bor.rnd though. -I'his is in line with the results of the DF-GLS test which

re.iected the unit root null hypothesis. Nonetheless, rvhile the upper bounds are high ancl not all in the vicinity

of tu,o years as preclicted bl,theory, they still irnply mcan-reversion rvith hallof the adjustment taking place

rvithin less than 5 years. It is slightly faster if one considers the 90% confldence intervals lor the halt--life.

Irinally, the MUE confldence intcn,als from the pouerlul DF-GLS test appear to be rather tight and this

demonstrates the potential 1'or sharper inference from this test (Iilliott and Stock,200l).

Furrher eridence /rom impulse response analysis

As an extra exercise. \\,e construct median unbiasecl confidcnce intervals of the impulse response firnctions

derivedfromtheinversionoftheZRstatistic.'fhegraphsofthefirstl20responsesaredisplayedinFig. l.

Whilst, impulse response analysis can be pertbrmed lbr even longer horizons, we reporl results up to l0 years

since this is quite a close approximation to the infinite horizon. According to the point estimates, RIRDs have

zero persistence in the long-nrn, conlirming the absence o1'a unit root. l'he speed ofconvergence clilfers from

one country pair to another with the UK having the quiokest total response. Nonetheless, the upper limits of

the confidence intervals suggest a high degree of persistence with sorre total lives exceeding i 0 years. These

upper bouncls give the intpression that deviations lionr parity mean-revefi very slowly due to their long tailsl

hor.vever, this is to overlook the tact that they adjust rapidly in the months fbllowing a shock ancl rnean-reveft

slor.vly thereaftcr. N4oreover. the shapc o1' Lhe impulse responsc tirnction emphasises the impoftance of

calculating the half'-li1è from the irnpulse responsc firnction. Cheung and Lai (2000) argr.re that, if the function
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is hLrmp-shaped. rising before falling, it is prelerable to estimate the half-life from the irrpulse f'unction rather

than lrom the largest root.

Recently, Mancuso et al. (2003) have explored the possibility of nonlinearities in real interest

dilferentials using threshold autoregressive (TAR) tests. Nonlinearity, in this context, materializes itself by a

variable speed of acl.justrrent torvards equilibrium: the larger the deviation, the fàster it §,ill be clriven back to

its equilibrium value. This variablc speed oladjustn.rent rnight be due to the fact that small deviations are not

considered irnportant by the market, rvhereas lor larger deviations, the market pressLtre bccontes stronger

(Allen and Taylor, 1990; Tallor and Allen, 1992). Furthermore, contractual arranger.nents, which require

assets to be held fbr a given period ol timo, mav rnake it costly to act quickly to eliminate any profit

opportunities. Nonlinearities mal also result lrom automatic trading rules, heterogeneous belicf.s and the

tendency oftraclers to rratt for large arbitrage opporlunities to open up belore entering the ntarkct (Sarno et al.,

2001). Arother likell'erplanation is transaclion costs (Dumas, 1992). Specifically. transaction costs create a

:::..1 oi inacritrn uithin rl.hich no adjustment in deviations from equilibrium takes place ancl deviations may

:- -. '-." .l :::s::l:rli L)r e\en a unil root process, rvhile oulside the band, as the beneilt olarbitrage exceecls the

--,:. -:::::J.3ss:\\it.hes abruptlr to become mean-reverting towards the transaction c0st band. In this

-::::;.'..':k. tle reai iitierest dilÈrential tbllo'"vs a nonlinear prôcess that is mean-rcverting towarcls the

::::-:i:oli b:.nJ. This sluegrsh band of inaction ma1, indeecl explain some of the long tails obsen,eil ir-r the

itl-tpuise responses and the combinatron ol rapid and slorv mean-reversion. Holvever. lirture research to

identif rhe source ot'rhc lLrns-tails should be olinterest tbr a better understanding olthe RIRD behavior.

Is tlrcre a breok after l3rettort-llroods?

ln this paper. rve have used a data sarnple r.vhich starts during the fixed exchange rate periocl of Bretton-

Woods and continues during the reccnt floating experience. Horvever, one concern that has been raised in the

literatr.rre is that the Iong samples reqr.rired 1br generating a reasonable level o1' test powcr may be

inappropriatc because ofdill-erences in the bchavior olreal variables across different exchange rate regimes.
'l-o investigate r'vhether regirnes ntatter fol the persistence of deviations from RIP ancl the acljustment to

shocks. we run the lbllorving ADf regression:

.\'t=cxy!-t*).'.,',r,ay,-,* Dt( o'r,-,*l,r ,'r',or, ,l ,n,Ltt-t' ' ,', 
t 

. I-t Ltt=tr 
)

$1tere,1,, is the RIRD for the rvhole sample and D1 is a rlummy that equals 1 for the recent floar fi'om 1974 to

1998 and 0 othenvise. Wethen testthe lbllorvingnull. Hç'.ct'=Vi=...=V'p_t=0

Table 2 reports thep-values ofthe F-test ofthe null hypothesis which indicate that rve cannot reject thc

null that the coefficients o1'the clummies fbr the recenl lloat are insignilicantly clifferent lront zero. Incleed. in

no case is there a break alter Bretlon-Woods except 1br France. For this country. the presence ol a structurai

break is a possible explirnation for the substantial amount of uncertainty associated with the estimates of the

half-lifè observed earlicr. Indccd, r-rnit root tests are ol notoriously Iow por.ver in small samples. In the
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presence olbreaks, this is particularly true. Overall, despite clillerences in nominal exchange rate regimes and
market integration across time, the deterministic aspects of RIRD persistence appear to have been fairly
uniform. From a theoretical point of view, this provides suppofi for the neutrality of regimes proposition
since there is no broad-based difference in the pattern of adjustment to shocks across fixed and floating
regimes.

Con clrrsion

In this paper, we have assessed the empirical validity of RIP by using a newly developed unit root test which
allows for the construction olconfidence intervals for the half-life and the impulse response functions in the
presence of persistent data. l-he constructed conficlence intervals for these measures of mean-reversion
provide strong paritl' support for the UK only. Specifically, the effect ofa shock lasts for about 1 year with an

interval comprising a maximum of 1.70 years. For the other countries, however, cleviations from parity are

stationary, albeit rather persistent. This indicates that for these countries, capital is mobile but not suffrciently
enough as to lessen domestic authorities' control over their real interest rates. Finally, an important message

of this paper is that, in the context of testing for the equality of real interest rates in the long-run, unit root
tests and point estimates of the halÊlife alone are simply not informative enough. They need to be

supplemented l.vith confidence intervals in orclerto measure the precision of the estimates
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Table I unit root test and median unbiased confidence intervals for the half-lifè

DF-GLS H.L 68ro*", 68ror", 80urr", 90to*",80to*", 90,rr", a§, r J uppeî
Germany

Japan

France

UK
Switzerla
nd
Canada

[0.0005]

[0.0015]

[0.0240]

[0.0000]

[0.0005]

2.2084 1.6288

1.5756 0.9981

0.9837 0.6465

1.1027 0.9729

2.6034 1.5761 2.9318

1.836i 0.9952 2.2070

2.3071 0,5994 5.4812

1.1910 0.9538 1.3466

2.5558 1.4087 2.8390

I .41 86 0.97 t5 | .6912

3.6155 1.3843 4.9067

2.6211 0.9857 3.7026

+co 0.5425 +co

1.4526 0.1-430 1.7068

4.3313

1.4683

0.9907

0.56s9

0.9233

2.1358 1.4977

[0.0025] 1.1900 0.g8z:-
t.2403 3.4294 1.1956

0.9534 2.5570 0.934s 4.0404
Figures in
measured

. 
square brackets are p-values

ln years.
The halÊlives estimated from the impulse response functons a.e

kt'
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Table2 Testing for breaks with respect to the pattem ofadjustment to shocks:

ÿt =dÿrt +\ol'v,»,_,* DtQi,_, *\o^)wiV,_,)

F{est p-value
Germany 1.0806 [0.3736]
Japan 0.60s2 [0.8609]
France 2.1818 [0.0099]
uK 1.8152 [0.1311]
Switzerland 0.5589 [0.87451

Canada 0.7188 10.75551

The dependent variatrle is the real interest differential and D1 is a dummy variable coresponding to the recent
floating experience.

Fig. I Median unbiased impulse response functions estimated from the DF-GLS regressions. The
unbroken line indicates the point estimates of the impulse responses. The dashed and dotted lines give the
corresponding confi dence intervals
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